APPLICATION NUMBER:

125418Orig1s000

OFFICER/EMPLOYEE LIST
Officer/Employee List
Application: 125418/0

The following officers or employees of FDA participated in the decision to approve this application and consented to be identified on this list:

Bridges, Todd  Yes:
Casak, Sandra  Yes:
Lemery, Steven  Yes:
Fuchs, Chana  Yes:
Fuller, Barbara  Yes:
Griffiths, LaShawn  Yes:
He, Kun  Yes:
Holquist, Carol A  Yes:
Brent Howard, Tammie  Yes:
Hughes, Patricia  Yes:
Hughes, Monica L  Yes:
Jones, Karen  Yes:
Keegan, Patricia  Yes:
Kennett, Sarah  Yes:
Krudys, Kevin  Yes:
Leong, Ruby  Yes:
McDougal, Andrew  Yes:
Mills, Sharon  Yes:
Putman, Alexander  Yes:
Rains, Kimberly E  Yes:
Schlick, James  Yes:
Sridhara, Rajeshwari  Yes:
Suvarna, Kalavati  Yes:
Zhang, Jenny (Jing)  Yes:
Zhao, Hong (CDER)  Yes: